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to
am happy to
Welcome

the latest TFPS news-

announce the debut of
the new Fliptop PEZervation Society
WEBPAGE! The address

is:

www.narrowgate.net/~fliptoppez

This new page will feature story follow-ups and
news
upcoming issues. Bookmark today!
|
hope everyone
doing OK. For you
Florida subscribers, | hope the fires keep their
distance from you. People, PEZ and fire never

of

it

is

mix well!

hope everyone gets a chance to
convention this year.
| will be in
Cleveland, and am looking forward
to meeting
of you. will again offer something special in Cleveland for TFPS subscribers only. Bring your membership card by my
table and enter in a special members only
drawing! One lucky subscriber will win a
special prize at the end of the show!
|
hope you enjoy this issue. Please
send me
your story ideas and tips!
|

attend at least one PEZ

all

|

Dennis

Thanks To This Issue's Contributors...
Eric Thorell...PEZ on Oprah
Natalia Wilson...Chicago Tribune article
Wendy Mosiman...Greely Panorama magazine
Aaron Smith...PEZ on ESPN
Betty Pecchio... Todays Collector article
Karen L.Randazzo...Chicago Sun Times

Jason

Oesterly... Wheel of Fortune
Robinson... Target PEZ Sign
Ben Lee... PEZ at the American History Museum
Jeff Yerkes... TWA magazine
Michael Garavaglia...St. Louis Pictures
Nathan Thorell... wierd Tweety
Gene Young...A & A Optical photos
Bill Kermit... The Indianapolis Monthly
Richard Cartwright...Chicago PEZ stories

Karen

L.

the

try

|

it.

Hills,

CA

Dear Dennis,
|
am an attorney who practices in the
San Francisco Bay Area. After a long
hard day of defending my clients, like

|for

to unwind by collecting PEZ! Thanks
an informative newsletter. Please renew
my subscription.

Edward Lai
Oakland, CA

—_"

.
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Dear Dennis,
Please pass along to your readers some
information about the upcoming
2nd Annual East Coast PEZfest 98.
Where: Raleigh North Carolina at

The Sheraton Imperial Hotel just
off I-85 @exit 282.

4

When: Friday September thru
Saturday September
(Labor Day weekend)
Friday Sept 4-It all starts with registra-

tion then room

take

little

hopping

5

all day long. We

break for dinner at about

6:00pm and then PEZ BINGO! Last year
16 games were played with over $900.00
in PEZ paid out. This year, there will be
MORE PEZ
you BINGO players.
After BINGO, more room hopping (you
hop
you drop).
Saturday Morning-7:30am Dealer
up. Covention opens at 9:00am for

for

til

set

is at

registered guests. Convention
open
10:00am to the public. At 1:30 pm the
convention closes to general public.
opens back up at 2:00pm for the
auction. For more info and registration,
e-mail me your home address and will
send you out the info. Thank you and
hope to see you at PEZfest 98!
Ron & Paulette Jones
rdjones @mindspring.com

It

|

Dear Dennis,

the

Ninja Turtles dispensers been
discontinued? | heard they had been.
Keith Johnson
Grass Valley, CA
Have

1998

nT

would like to subscribe to your newsletter! | am 10 years old and have been
collecting for over a year. | have a neat
PEZ
sighting to pass along to your readers. | was watching my mom bowl the
other day and decided to check out the
video games. They had one of those
claw machines that you move
claw
and
to pick up a prize. Guess what!
There was a PEZ baseball cap in the
machine! It took me two visits to the bowling alley, but finally got it. It had a new
Wal-mart tag still on
Nick Kennedy
El Dorado

/ AUG
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Dear Keith,

According to some dealers,

word

is

that they have been discontinued.
PEZ USA denies that they are being
discontinued, but | don't know about
the rest of the world. There are surely
thousands of them still in stores and
warehouses, so | don't think they are
about
run out! | will say that PEZ
hasn't discontinued anything in
awhile, so | wonder
something IS
about to hit the chopping block?

to

if

|

.
KIDZ CLUB UPDATE
Here's the latest from
the Australian PEZ Kidz Club.
The third issue in the series
winners of the
announced
PEZ Frisbee contest, and had
a fairly boring Q & A column.

the

list

There was
numbers and

some

of

patent

collector

photos.

Also, there was an

interesting offer. Club members could mail in barcodes
from Body Parts purchased
at Target and receive free
PEZ stickers and Tattoos.

JULY/AUG
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Passionate Pezheads Popping
Into Town Collectibles:

While conceding that the hobby might be a little
odd, they say their candy dispensers capture the

flavor of youth.

Los Angeles Times, Friday, April 3, 1998
By BOB POOL, Staff Writer

it

Press the plastic clown head and
dispenses those 29-cent candies that a
generation of children eagerly gulped down.
Press the self-styled Pezhead and she
dispenses all of the reasons baby boomers
don't gulp at all over spending hundreds
dollars years later for that same Pez candy
dispenser. "They remind you of your childhood," said Linda Adams, a 48-year-old San
Jose software company administrator.
"They're so cute and colorful and innocent.
And they're easy to keep...it would be hell

of

collecting, say, pianos."
Adams

arrived Thursday for Los Angeles’

international Pez-a-Thon...a two-day gathering of Pez lovers that runs tonight through

Saturday at the airport's Sheraton Gateway

hotel. She is eager to expand the collection
of 3,500 Pez dispensers that she displays

offer states

barcodes

that were

if

|

The newsletter also
pictures from a PEZ
tasting party last September ata
shows

in the photosclown
to the right.

like a plain
costume
a PEZ T-shirt to me.
I'll have more from Australia as | hear it. These newsletters
are slow coming to the states!
Looks

with

Official Small Print...Very Exciting!
Membership
The Fliptop PEZervation Society
is $18.00 per year. ($20.00 Canada, $25.00

in

overseas)

Members

receive

1

year

(6 issues) of

the official TFPS newsletter, plus a membership
certificate & card. Individual back issues
available for $3.00 each. Advertising rates are as fol-

are

lows;

classified... free

1\4 page...$10.00
1\2 page... $20.00
full page...$30.00.

with

in

|

shopping mall. You might be able
to see their own special PEZ

clown

in

seat-belted
Adams

her living room. "They're

little black elastic straps,"

said. That kind of fanaticism is
common among those who delight in
labeling themselves Pezheads.
Convention organizer Jim Presnal of
Tarzana rolled up Thursday in a 1977 Dodge
covered with more than 1,400 Pez
dispensers. He plans to drive the Pezmobile
into the hotel's grand ballroom this
afternoon before the start of the show,
which could attract as many as 2,500 Pez
people. "I had no concept of the history of
Pez when started collecting 15 years
ago," said Presnal. "But the next thing |
knew, was totally spun up
all of this."
The name Pez
taken from the first,
middle and last letters of pfefferminz, the
German word for peppermint. The
candy was created in 1927 as a breath
mint for smokers and sold in
look like
dispensers designed
cigarette lighters. Fruit flavoring and toy

that the more
redeemed,
the more stickers you could
there are any
get. wonder
special PEZ with Target packaging in Australia?
The

behind glass

|

is

in

to

Cont. on page
Advertising space is available on a first come first
serve basis. TFPS reserves the right to refuse any

is.

advertising. Ads are placed as
This TFPS newsletter makes no representation and claims
ability for advertisers or ads placed by subscribers.
To subscribe, place an ad, ask a question, or for
more information contact:
DENNIS MARTIN/ TFPS
1368 Dearing Downs Circle,
Helena, AL 35080.
Phone (205) 621-4167.
email: fliptoppez@ narrowgate.net
no

li-

All original

newsletter

19.

articles and photos, and layout of this
are the property of TFPS and may not

be used, reprinted, or photocopied without prior
written consent. The Fliptop PEZervation Society
is endorsed by, but not associated with or sponsored by PEZ Candy Inc. PEZ is a registered
trademark of PEZ Candy Inc. PLEASE...make
out all checks for TFPS to DENNIS MARTIN.

Deadline to submit material for the
next issue...August 15th!

Remember the A & A Optical
PEZ eyewear? The
that have the
PEZ logo on them and
come in really nice
metal PEZ cases? Well,
A & A Optical has a new
case available! The new
case (photo) has a brushed
aluminum finish, instead of the PEZ
photos on the earlier two.

eg “glasses
_

_

These

new

pieces of

jeweled candy are

to

a

about
be released by
PEZ dealer
in Florida. Pending
approval,
they
final
should be available within the month. The
jewelry, available in real gold or silver,
the exact size and shape of PEZ candy.
believe they will offer necklaces as well as

is

Another item

released from

A&A

Op-

tical are these eyeglass lanyards.
These officially licensed items, used
to hang your eyeglasses around your
neck, are adjustable for any size
head. Each one sports the PEZ
eyewear logo, and they come
variety of bright colors.

other items, like

these

as

it

|

earrings. I'll have more on

becomes available.

ina

Optical has also begun
shipping a new
display
that's incredible! This plastic
Peter PEZ stand holds the

A

& A

store

glasses, the cases, andthe
lanyards. These
sure to
bring big bucks on the collector
market...of course you have

|

are

|

to

talk your eyewear professional
into giving one
you first! You
of
see
can
these items
when
PEZ
buy
eyewear
you
at your local optometrist.

to

all

,

¢

Here's the new additions to the
Mouse and Daisy
Duck. And check out these exciting
new Japanese graphic cards! There
Disney line...Minnie

#

_

is

nice Disney artwork

on

the front,

and small pictures of the whole
Disney line on the back!
©

Here are some pictures of the new Glowing Ghosts.
Reportedly, the names
the characters are: SLIMY
SID, NAUGHTY NELL, HAPPY HENRY, and POLLY
PUMPKIN. All four of these dispensers are made from
luminous material and they do glow
the dark! They
will be sold on cards as shown and
already showing up in Canada and Europe. They will not be sold in
the USA until the Fall of next year.

of

in

are

FLIX UPDATE...FLIX UPDATE...FLIX UPDATE...
FLIX is

of
the

releasing most
their old retired character heads such as the Ninja Turtles and the Flintstones with the
new round base on
stem. Also, FLIX has started putting all of their character heads on clear stems with no
dispensing mechanism. They are filled with Tiny Tart candy. The Lisa Frank FLIX characters are
appearing in
stores now...and three Scooby Doo heads are
the works for later this year!

in

at least

Expect
two FLIX

charac-

ter heads from
the new movie
Small Soldiers.
|

don't

know

if

these are the

two characters,
but they should

be available
any day, since
the movie
in theaters.

is

NEW!

4&

The new
Godzilla

FLIX

havein

been

stores since before
the movie. There
are two characters, a
green Godzilla, and
a tan baby Godzilla, named
Godzuki. Both are sold on a
new movie card, and in bags.
They have the new round FLIX
base on them, except for the
Wave versions, which still have the
older square base. Also, look for the
new FLIX Pocket Pop and Tiny Tarts
container with the FLIX heads on them.

/
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DISPENSING
MEMORIES

another checkout line. Feeling guilty, he later
returned to the store, but Woodstock was

Chicago Tribune May 19, 1998
By Douglas Balz Staff Writer

Calif.

— In this
suburb about 20 miles south of San Francisco, a couple of doors down from a Honda
the world’s only Pez museum,
dealership,
concealed in a computer store. Actually, it was
acomputer store until 18 months ago, when
Gary Doss realized that his collection of Pez
dispensers was more than a trivial pursuit. It
was a way Of life. Goodbye computers; hello
Pez.
If
looks
you step inside the shop,
like anything but a museum. In fact, it looks
like a gift shop, where every shelf and display
rack is stuffed with Pez stuff. Gift shops are
major profit centers at museums. They're
getting bigger and bigger all the time. But this
may be
only place where
gift shop
bigger than the museum. In case there is
anyone alive who doesn’t know, Pez
a line
of candy dispensers. In the world of fashionable breath mints like Altoids and Tic Tacs,
Pez got there first. All the way back in the
1920s. The peppermint-flavored candies (Pez
is an abbreviation of the German word for peppermint, Pfefferminz) were sold in little boxes.
BURLINGAME,

is

it

the

the

is

is

They were manufactured for adults.
Then during World War II, the company
started selling dispensers. The basic Pez
dispenser is a small, utilitarian piece of
plastic. It looks lot like a disposable lighter,
except that when you flip the top, instead of a
flame, out comes a piece of candy. But
the company came up with the
someone
idea of selling to kids. (Historians, please note:
There are holes in the Pez story, but unlike a
competitor, not in Pez candy). Kids were the
inspiration for the little plastic heads. Kids are
what makes Pez collectible.
The first one was Mickey Mouse,
with a painted face, one of the few prepared
that way. By the early 50s, Pez had moved

gone. So he bought a Snoopy Pez instead,
which Nancy put on her office desk. Soon,
customers brought in a few more, and as one
Pez led to another, the crowded desktop
became
collection. Most Pez are sold in drug
stores and supermarkets to people far
younger than Doss’ wife. Children from 3 to
12 love them, beg their parents for a dispenser
and often get their way. A Pez, candy included,
is only a buck or a buck and

a

into the playgrounds of America. Every year,

the museum,
of

the exact

count is unclear.) Most

the designs have been taken out

of

service, but at the Burlingame Museum of Pez
Memorabilia, they are immortal.
Like all great collections, the one in
Burlingame started small — in the checkout
line ata local supermarket, to be precise. Gary
the line
Doss, the museum’s curator, was
for customers with nine or fewer items. His
wife Nancy spotted a Woodstock Pez and
buy
wanted
it. But he didn’t; one more item
and the couple would have had to move

in

to

to

it

sion and

movies (“The Client” and “Toy
this should
Story,” to name just two). None
be surprising. If it happened to Barbie and G.I.
in

Joe, it can

of

happen

to

Pez

too.

is

is

on real people: 2, 20 or 200? 5. Who
are they? 6.1 want to collect Pez. Are
there any books available? 7. Is there
an Elvis Pez? 8. What do they call the
head
the Connecticut company that
the next
makes Pez candy? 9. Where
big Pez convention? 10. How much was
the 12 months
spent for Pez candy
that ended in March?
(See answers below.)

of

in

Gary Doss estimates his collection
about 350 dispensers is worth around
$30,000. And that's at prices of several years
ago, before $20 dispensers started selling for
$200. Doss estimates that to put together a
great collection today, it would take $50,000
or more. “But that’s for everything,” he is quick
of

is it

that
is
to point out. What he means
entirely feasible to put together a complete
official
collection. There may be gaps in
Pez history, but not in the collection. Every
Pez ever made
available, for a price.
about $1,300 (the asking price
Mary Poppins
on a Web site). Zorro and Captain Hook are
about $110 apiece. The Luv Pez, strange
1968 that
psychedelic dispenser produced
features an open hand holding an eyeball,
worth about $800. Those
serious prices,
for serious collectors.
But for anyone interested in starting
Pez
collection, Doss has a sensible strata

the

is

a

in

are

are

the

to

is it

sit

is

is

imported dispensers. Pez dispensers are
made abroad (the company’s headquarters
is Traun, Austria). The candy is made in
Connecticut, where the packaging is done.
Collectors can get the imported dispensers
for $5 or so. The last stage is to collect
available for
discontinued models. Many
$30 or less.
The most expensive Pez dispenser
shelves for only a few months. It
was on
was similar to a Mr. Potato Head, a blank
countenance with lots of parts (eyebrows,
noses, mouths, ears, eyes), allowing buyers
to create their own face. But the company
realized that all those tiny facial parts could
be hazardous
the primary market, children
under 12. So, the do-it-yourself Pez face was
why
yanked, which
goes for at least $5,000
today — a Pez worth a mint. That particular
dispenser is missing from the Burlingame
museum, but the first Pez dispenser ever
made (no matter which
the three candidates
it was) is there, as are hundreds more,
including every version ever issued of Santa
Claus and Mickey Mouse. There they stand,
surrounded by hundreds like them, standing
tall in a display case that once was used to
sell toothbrushes. On a nearby wall are
autographed dispensers from Lynda Carter
(for the Wonder Woman Pez) and Jim Davis
two Pez or(for the Garfield Pez). Nearby
naments from Hallmark (Santa for $24.95, a
snowman for $19.95). Then there’s the battery-operated Power Pez (it looks like a birthcontrol pill dispenser) for $6.
“Seinfeld” anointed Pez by featuring
a Tweety Bird dispenser in one episode. The
Tonight Show created a gag gift Pez in the
shape of Washington talking head John
McLaughlin. And Tribune columnist John Kass
wondered
print whether President Clinton,
after the Monica Lewinsky story made the
papers, was anything more than “a Pez dispenser for government programs.”(Pezident
Clinton?) Pez isn’t just a collectible; it may be,
heaven help us, a contemporary icon.
For Gary Doss, the meaning
simple. Even
in the heart of Silicon Valley the little dispenser
has enough clout to dispense with one computer store. Pez: a toy story for our times.

of

A PEZ QUIZ:
1. What
the most popular Pez charthe most requested
acter? 2. What
Pez character the company has never
made? 3. Can you buy kosher Pez?
4. How many Pez characters are based

at

several new heads were manufactured,
which means that by now there are 350-400
differently capped Pez dispensers. (Even at

half.

where once Pez was only for kids, now
has a hold on their parents too. Baby
Boomers, who buy the things because they
represent a piece of their childhood, have
created a market for Pez collectibles. They
go to Pez conventions; they surf Pez sites on
the Web; they spot Pez dispensers on televiBut

egy. Begin with dispensers available in stores.
There are about 80 of them, and they cost
less than $2 apiece. The next step is to buy

is

in

is
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World's Largest Gathering of PEZ Collectors

7|

PEZ-A-MANIA 8
July 17 & 18, 1998

(Cleveland, Ohio

Join convention organizer Jill Cohen and hundreds of fellow collectors for a fun-filled weekend. Meet master PEZ collectors
and all major dealers and authors. Add to your collection. Learn from the experts. See more PEZ than you ever imagined!

CONVENTION
FRIDAY-Pick

AGENDA

up registration souvenir bags and informal room hopping throughout the day.
party (reserve in advance) 7 pm Bingo for PEZ!

6 pm Pizza

SATURDAY-7 am Ballroom open for dealer set-up. 9 am Convention registrants
10 am Convention open to general public ($5 admission, $2 kids under 12)

closed.

is

HOTEL RESERVATIONS 1-800-HOLIDAY
The Holiday Inn, Independence

-

|
|
|
|

rE

|

be

Cancellation

or

and

airport

$119 if space
6 pm day

is available.

Cleveland

Registration

was

be

if

you

———~@--———-—1
|
|
|

CITY

STATE

|

PHONE

|

(include area code)

|

|

|

NAME

|

STREET

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

|

|
|

|

PHONE

(include area code)

NAME

STREET

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

|
|

PHONE
|

(include area code)

|

|

must arrange

|

NAME

|

STREET

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

|

ZIP

|
|

PHONE

|
|

If

you would

T-shirt
PEZ

&

like

(include area code)

|

inc.

|

Sweatshirt will be sold at the event.

registered trademark of PEZ
is awith

affiliated

|

to register more people, please use an additional sheet of paper.

PEZCandy

Candy

Inc. This

|

convention is not

a

tell

|

|

|

#___chicken #___beef
this was a huge success last year! a great
time for show and
and socializing.

|

|

|

Please reserve___places at Saturday
night banquet. $20 per person.

Please reserve___ dealers tables at $40
each. ($50 after June 15)
Dealer tables are only available to
convention registrants. Spaces will be
assigned by date registration is recieved.

|

|

L

___ people for Friday night
pizza party. $10 per person ($5 kids) You
must register in advance

|

|

|

Please register

|

ZIP

|

|

Confirmation letters will be sent after Ski
season except for registrations received
the week before the convention.

|

ADDRESS

ekend.

emergency.

$25 per person. ($35 after June 15)
early admission to ballroom Saturday, Friday night Bingo, and a bag
full of exclusive souvenirs.

STREET

JUNE 15th

destination and every hotel sells out forthe we
is a hot touristneed
to cancel for a last minute

of arrival, so you won’t stuck

is

-

Please register ___ people at
Registration includes

NAME

524-8050

(216)

is convenient to theFreeOhio Turnpike
is at the intersection of I-77 and Rockside Road.
shuttle.

HOTEL RESERVATION DEADLINE

rooms will

2:30 pm Ballroom

3:30 pm Auction begins. (Convention registrants only)
(Space limited. Please reserve in advance.)

7pm Banquet

Remaining

admitted.

a4
|

trade

use for prizes, but you
must
be sent and arrive before July 4.
will

PEZ to
in

advance and they

Please make check payable
Cofam Enterprises

to:

Send registration to:
P.O. Box 18139

Cleveland Heights,
email:
or

44118

PEZAMANIA@MSN.COM,
(216) 283-5993 before 10pm

phone

EST

OH

[ao

|
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PEZ In Print
The August 1998 issue of Today's
Collector magazine recently did
an article about top collectibles.
The new PEZ keychains from
Basic Fun were included as possible valuable items
the future,
due
scarcity.

...

JULY

Neuman asked... "Whatis that...a
Godzilla PEZ?" Good
Kevin, but

From the May 12th Chicago Sun
Times: "Grant DePorter of Harry
Caray’s restaurant cleaned
a
local Toys ‘R Us store’s entire
stock of PEZ dispensers to hand
out to the eatery’s “Seinfeld” party
Thursday night. “I think people will
be clicking them like lighters at
rock concerts,” says DePorter.

city,

May

ar-

is

The Greely Panorama
a 250
page magazine published once a
year about the folks of Weld
County, Colorado. Inside the
cover of the new 1998 edition is a
picture of PEZhead Don Eyer
standing in front of racks and
racks of PEZ. The two page
article includes lots of color
photos and a great story.
PEZ has a quick mention

in

it

with

a PEZ sighting
the December 1997 issue of

Bill

in

it."

Kermit reports

The Indianapolis Monthly. The
article listed places to eat, to go,
etc. One of the places to go was

is an NHL commercial
running on ESPN with a PEZ! In
the commercial, a guy
talking
about his plastic sports figurines.
As he picks one off the shelf,
on the shelf in the background,
you can see a Girl PEZ Pal...and
she is wearing a hockey player

There

is

NEWZ

up

Pretender has long been enjoying PEZ on the show. But, last
May, Jarod used our favorite
candy to save a kids life! The kid
was
a hypoglycemic coma, so
Jarod popped out his PEZasaur

described as: “When you just
have to have a brick-shaped
piece of candy served out of the
neck
a cartoon character, the
place to go is Artzy Phartzy in
Broad Ripple, 918 Broad Ripple

of

in

dispenser, and brought him out of
the coma with a single PEZ candy
tablet!

Ave.” Artzy Phartzy is apparently
in that area.

a collectible store

On the May 14th episode of

Oprah, the audience was
answering trivia questions put
forth by Estelle Parsons, who
plays George’s Mom Seinfeld.
_A woman in the audience,
answered a question correctly
.

_

an

article from The Associated
Press. The article, "Yesterday's
Architecture Returns" by Ted
Anthony says: "...So the town’s
entrepreneurs, with help from
architecture students from three
universities, have come up with a
plan: Pump up the volume. Paint
with the palette of PEZ. Let
plastic palms proliferate. Make
the 50's - “Doo-Wop architecture,”
- the official
they’ve dubbed
theme of the place and go

try

not even close.

out

19th Chicago Tribune had an
ticle on the Burlingham museum!

in

PEZ was mentioned on ABC's
Good Morning America on May,
20th. During a segment about
Godzilla merchandising, movie
critic Joel Seigal held up a Godzilla
Spin Pop. GMA anchor Kevin

it

the

salsa. And

were stopping people on the street
& asking them a trivia question
about Seinfeld. If you answered
correctly, you won a PEZ!

as though it has one partially
consumed PEZtabletfor a brain.”

windy

&

of the table was a
bunch of MIP PEZ!!! Also, on
Chicago's local Fox network, they

in

the

the party, you could have a bowl
of your favorite cereal, a slice of
rye bread, chips

Quote from writer Dave Berry's
column
early May:
‘It's a well-known fact that although
the public is fine when taken
individually, when it forms itself
into large groups
tends to act

Also from

—

1998

the middle

in

to

/

AUG

on

_

and won a jacket that had been
Seinfeld
worn by George on
show. While on camera, just for
a second...she held up a
TWEETY PEZ!

the

-

The June 1998 TWA Ambassador magazine lists a random
sampling of niche-market
museums

and halls of fame. The

Burlingame PEZ Museum

in

is

list! Also, out of the
52 places listed in the article from
included

the

states and 4 other countries,
only 5 photos are included...and
one is the PEZ museum.

That is but one of the many PEZ
TV appearances that can be
attributed to the final Seinfeld.
Many
the stories about Seinfeld
on Newscast, highlight shows,

of

talk shows etc. featured the

21

Tweety PEZ.

The character Jarod from The

Richard Cartwright wrote about
the
two specific PEZ episodes
Chicago area. The Chicago Hilton
had a Sienfeld farewell party. At

PEZ on TV

in

Body

Part!

On the June 16th episode of
Wheel of Fortune, a guy
bankrupt and lost his money and
a secret surprise. Host Pat Sajak,
trying to console the contestant,
said "Don’t worry about the

hit

it was just a PEZ
dispenser or something."

surprise,

Seen on the cartoon Dexter's
Laboratory...Dexter was working
in his lab making a robot. Dexter

typed P-E-Z on his keyboard, and
his robot’s head rose up & shot
out "PEZ candy looking" missiles!
The monster was even built similar to a PEZ dispenser wearing a
Body Part! Apparently, even mad
scientist kids like PEZ!
On Thursday, June 26th, Jay
Leno had a great PEZ joke. He
was doing a skit about new summer products, and one of the
items was a "Bob Dole Viagra
dispenser." It was a dispenser
with a custom Bob Dole head on
it. Jay continued to use the disskit, and
penser throughout

the

even ate some of the candy!
Nancy Yarbrough of the
Burlingame PEZ museum
contacted the show afterwards

to

_
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the whereabouts

find out

dispenser. Jay apparently

of the
gave

in

it

to someone
the audience that
was going to be seeing Bob Dole

and wanted

Figure

It

network

like
In

the

to present it to him.

Out

is

a Nickelodeon

game show

old What's

that is lot

My

Line

show.

a recent episode, the panel was

trying to figure out what one

of the

other panelist was pantomiming.

The

answer was "Candy

Dispenser Collector". The actor
his head
back, and pulled an imaginary
piece of candy from his neck area!
He repeated this action over and
over, but the panel never figured
stood straight up, tilted

it

out!

PEZ and Famous People
PEZ-A-Mania convention host Jill
Cohen was brave enough
do
an interview with world famous
radio personality Howard Stern!
Jill said the May 6th interview
turned out well, in spite of Stern's
attempts to get raunchy. (Think
about it.) Jill enlightened Stern's
the hobby, the
huge audience
conventions, and some
the NY
PEZ stores. Great job Jill!

to

to

of

being one to go anywhere
without a PEZ dispensers, (He
has a car covered in them for
crying out loud!) happened
have one of Drew Becker’s
custom Elvis PEZ with him. Of
course Cliff held up the PEZ
the
picture! Eddie Van Halen looked
at the PEZ and said "Cool."

to

in

PEZ Sightings!

Corey Goldstein

at

the May
was
17th Baltimore/Tampa Bay game,
and had a wild PEZ experience.

... JULY/AUG 1998

seems natural to have them at the
American History Museum in
Washington, D.C. Well, technically, they're only for sale in the
gift shop, butit's a start. The store
also has Richard Geary's PEZ
book and a sign about the history
of PEZ,

so they have to know how

popular these things are. Maybe

they can toss out a few antiques
and make room for some
the exhibit area one
dispensers

in

day.

Corey decided to wear a
cap to the game with a
Tweety PEZ glued to it. (In
honor

Speaking of PEZ on the radio, on
May 11th edition of the show
SoundOFF with Bruce Allen, a
caller mentioned PEZ. They were
talking about what Seinfeld had
done
society, and they said,
He reintroduced PEZ
society”.
They went on for a bit about how

for

“A bunch
those

of

snowglobe

lot

of hooting and hollering
around him and looked up

at the scoreboard. Sure
enough, the TV cameras
had been scanning the
stadium to catch people
doing something cute,
and Corey's PEZ hat was
right there on the
Jumbotron scoreboard...
bigger than life!

the Candy Handers.

They

said

he

just "didn't get it."

Bros. etc.)

Target department stores have

installed an incredible new display
their candy sections. At the top
of the candy
there is a

aisle,

series of display cards that

Licensing Update
of the new PEZ
licensed products have begun to

Some
show

the

to

a

up in stores.

keychain

picture

all different types of candy.

These

“cards” are each probably

2.5 feet by one foot in size and
were slid horizontally into these
holders above and below the
cards. At the far left end
of this aisle of candy, the

display card pictures

three huge PEZ dispensers! If you have a Target
near you, you need to go

check

it out!

of history,

Look for 3 1/2“

flashlights, (Peter PEZ,

PEZ-A-Saur, and Fireman) large
size flashlights, (Peter PEZ,
PEZ-A-saur, and Coache's

Whistle) and the PEZ
Bubble wands (Coache's

|

Whistle, Bubbleman & PEZA-saur). So far, Spencer Gifts
have been the main place

these have been sighted.

M &

J Variety is also selling
their currentToy Shop

in
ad.

them

the PEZ diecast cars
that mentioned in the last
issue are about to be released
Also,

|

PEZ is an undisputed

part

so

it

PEZ Gathering
The First Northwestern
PEZ gathering
set for July 25th
in Puyallup, Washingtan. Mike
and Michelle Pettie will play host
to anyone that wants to enjoy the
fun, food, and PEZ fellowship.
Over 20 people’
have
already committed to be there, so
it
appears to be on track for a PEZ
flippin’ good time! Plus, each
person that attends will leave the
event with a limited addition PEZ
dispenser! If you want more
information about the Northwest
PEZ gathering, you can email:
explorer-99 @ msn.com.

is

finally

Back on May 12th, PEZhead Cliff
Lee attended
taping of a radio
show called Rockline. The guest
for the show was the band Van
Halen. Besides just watching the
radio show, Cliff was fortunate
enough
get to meet the band
and pose for
picture. Cliff, not

are just waiting for

everyone to approve
them. (PEZ, Warner

of people really get into
caller

floating

around, so they're not
too far off. And Cap Toys
has finalized a design for

to

things” and the

|

There are photos
the
PEZ watch and the PEZ

in

the

o

Playing Mantis). Look for the
Johnny Lightning series entitled
“Racing Dreams...The Greatest
Race Cars That Never Were."
There will be 4 sets of 10 cars
released...each set with different style of car. Each set has 10
categories...including games,
beverages, restaurants, armed
forces, cereal, TV/movies, and
candy. In the candy category are
Hershey’s, PEZ, Hershey’s
Kisses and Reeses. They are due
to be released September 1998.

of Seinfeld.) Late in

the game, he heard a

—

only

by Johnny Lightning

(a division of

Cross Breed?
the St. Louis Convention,
David Welch had some Tweety
PEZ on Kooky Zoo cards,
with the antenna from the

At

.

re

i

k

n

Panther ant on them!

to

|

be
They are supposed
PEZ factory mistakes.
don't know, but if that's the

case, someone was
really asleep when these
guys came down the line!
Color

for sale

PEZ USA has announced
hat the strange color
(Cont. on page

19)
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IGY COOL CUSTOM

Right On

DISPENSERS!

"“@Q"
The third set of PEZ

of

These one
a kind items
are custom working PEZ
dispensers that are based
on the hit movie Titanic!
The "Sinking Titanic"
made from
dispenser

foam

is

rubber and

Crayola model magic.
These items are harder
to work with, but |
™, chose them because
they are light weight,
and the dispenser
rather large. This PEZ
Titanic looks like the
normal ship when
closed,
then you can "crack" open

is

_

|

.

it's
it

and shoot out cool "icy"
peppermint PEZ candy!

magnets from Blue Q is
already a hot seller! This

set, titled "70's PEZ
Power" features the

Donkey, the Astronaut,
the Knight, 3 piece Witch
& Engineer. The set
on sale from various
PEZ dealers, and at

is

some Borders Book
Stores.

But there's more! Blue
Q announced a new

product called "Miracle

Magnets". They are
made of strong, thin
plastic with magnetic
backing. Currently,
there are

sets

two

of two;

different
the PEZ

Pal Doctor and Nurse

the Cow and Frog
combo. Each set
sells for about $5,

&

and began shipping
June.
Most of the people
that attended the
St. Louis convention got a good
look at these
already, and their
in

call my second custom item this month the "PEZtanic". It's
an 18 inch model of the Titanic, with a PEZ twist. The smokestacks of the model have been replaced with working Regular
PEZ dispensers! And, one more thing...the lifeboats are all
peppermint PEZ candies!
If
you have some cool
custom PEZ that
|

you want to
share with the
Fliptop PEZ

members,

send or email
the photo to
me ASAP!

early reviews

are good

so

far.

/
...
Collection,
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You're Préorl of Your PEZ

JULY AUG1998

So...

DISPLAY IT!

TO

Ts BEST ADVANTAGE
with these clear lucite racks which can easily be
mounted
the wall, set on shelf or ledge.
Each rack
25" long x 5" high x 1.5" deep
and holds 18 or more PEZ dispensers.

to
is

$9.95 each/3 for $26.95
plus $6.00 S&H per order
(East and West coast $7.00)
Truck rack holds 18 trucks horizontal

racks same dimensions as above
$10.50 each plus shipping
ALL CANADA SENT C.O.D.

JOHN THOMPSON

4122 IRVING AVE N.
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55412
(612) 588-0406

email: thomp070@maroon.tc.umn.edu

1

|
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The #33 Trilogy
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s

complete on one tape
D> The most comprehensive PEZ video ever!
PEZ
2 hours
the media!

Over

of in

ot
70
First

your favorite

PEZ

clips!

time ever offered!

PEZ ON TELEVISION SHOWS

COLLECTOR INTERVIEWS

Attitudes
Breakfast Time
CBS This Morning
Cheers
Chronicals
Comedy Central

Barry Koester on Personal FX
Dennis Martin on Personal FX
Dennis Martinon WBMA TV
Jill Cohen on Morning Exchange
Johen Patek on The Travellers
Richard Belyski on Personal FX
Sue Sternfeld on WCBS news

Duckman

Entertainment Tonight
Family Matters
Front Page
Geraldo
Good Morning America
Jeopardy
Neat Stuff

Nowhere Man
Personal FX
Regis & Kathy Lee
Remote Control
Saturday Night Live
Seinfeld
The Maxx
The Pretender
The Simpsons
The Travellers
The Tonight Show with Jay Leno

i

Sossettitnig

Vicki Lawrence

PEZ IN MOVIES
E.T., The Extraterrestial
Heavy Weights
Jack
Last Of The Dogmen

PEZ IN NEWSCASTS
Over a dozen news reports from
stations
cities like: St. Louis,

Little Giants
Little Girls in Pretty Boxes
Lost In Paradise
Radio Flyer
Rocket Man
Spaced Invaders
Stand By Me
The Big Picture
The Client
The Night We Never Met
Toy Story

in

Cleveland, San Jose, Los Angeles,
Minneapolis, Birmingham, &
Jacksonville

ee

PLUS
PEZ in Commercials...
Home Video of conventions
AND MORE!

:

State:

3=

ee
Phone:

ZIP

PEZ

The

|
|

|

:

Trilogy

!

c/o Dennis Martin
1368 Dearing Downs Circle
Helena, AL 35080

The Fliptop PEZervation Society is supported by,

but

L — — __ _________PFZX the PEZlogo
areregistered trademarks
more information,

=

|

Please send me ____ videos at $20 + $2 shipping each.
Make check payable to Dennis Martin and mail to:

S

For

ee
—____

call

|

CT.

not affiliated with PEZ Candy Inc.
PEZ. Candy Inc,Orange,

of

|

|

:

(205) 621-4167 or email: fliptoppez @narrowgate.net

/
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get Project Q, neon Bubblemen, and lots more of mail order specials! Don
to
wait! Copy this form and
it beginning all the new PEZ mail order items!

Here's your chance

't
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PEZ head Collector’s

7,

PA

By DIANE MARCZELY GIMPEL
Some
Some

flea

people collect coins. Others collect stamps.
can be entertained for hours looking through
markets for old books or furniture or glassware.

is Chris Dieterly.
flea

Then

there

When

Dieterly

goes

to

markets or yard sales,

he doesn’t head for the knickknacks or the furniture or the old oil paintings. He goes directly for the
toy box, where he digs and searches and digs and
searches until he inevitably reaches the bottom and,
if he’s lucky, the object of his collection:
A brightly colored, plastic, 6-inch-tall Pez candy
dispenser.
“As
friend of mine said, would
wall of paint
you rather look at
or a wall of Pez?” Dieterly said
as he gestured to a display:
about 50 Pez dispensers on a
shelf on his dining room wall and
two cardboard Pez store displays

a

with

a

dozens

more

dispensers still

their cellophane packages. “'It
brings a smile to my face. | relate
to childhood ...This is our form of
childhood, right here.”
Dieterly has 600 to 700 dispensers
his collection. Some are not in their
original packaging and are mounted on
in

it

wooden display shelves Dieterly built in
his Richland Township townhouse. Oth-

it

their packaging, whether
ers remain
is cellophane bags or cardboard display
cards. Still others are in boxes piled just
inside Dieterly’s front door. The collection
started 10 years ago, when Dieterly bought

a box of Warner Brothers Pez dispensers
and a box of Disney dispensers from a Sam's
Wholesale Club.
“| thought they’d be neat
collect,” the former
football card collector said. thought they were so
unique.”
Dieterly had grown frustrated with collecting football cards because football card companies would
of the cards each year.
print 20 to 30 new
“With Pez, you can keep the thrill going,” Dieterly
explained. “They don’t put out thousands a year. It
makes
interesting.” Still, a Pez dispenser collector may find
difficult to keep up. Take Disney
dispensers, for example. The Goofy dispenser on
the market now
distinguished by a large head.
But out there somewhere
Goofy dispensers with
moveable ears, Goofy dispensers with removable
nose and teeth, Goofy dispensers with pink
muzzles and Goofy dispensers with tan muzzles.
Even more permutations are possible, Dieterly explained. One character might come on a variety of
different colored stems, which
the part that holds
the candy. Or the character might come
varidifferety of cardboard backings, including cards
ent languages from overseas.
The values can range from $1 for a current issue
dispenser, such as Goofy with a large head, to thousands
dollars. “There was a dispenser
a (Pez)
convention for $5,000,” Dieterly said. “It was a Make
a Face dispenser, an elite piece.”
Face dispenser featured a head with
The Make

to

|

sets

it

it

is

are

is

on

a

in

of

at

a

pm ae ee 4
—

of
of
of

of

|

|

a

it

|

do

at

are

in

in
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ae
one would plug the separately
TFPS Back Issue Directory
included facial features. It was similar to Mr. Po- I
Have you recently joined The Fliptop PEZervation I
tato Head, only smaller. Released in the 1970s,
Pez stopped distributing it because of child safety | Society? Have you missed a great article from |
the past? Back issues are always available for |
laws, Dieterly said. The little pieces were a hazard.
While only a few dozen
the dispensers can fetch | your reading pleasure.
|
dollars from collectors,
prices in the thousands
#1
Issue
1995
|
Sept-Oct
many more can fetch in the tens and hundreds
dollars. That's because
| PEZ Bears, crossword, convention reviews,
increasing demand.
Sharon Davis spotlight, Xmas ornaments
“Up until a few years ago, was the only collector
I
Issue #2 Nov-Dec 1995
knew,” Dieterly said. Now, he said, “if you dig deep
PEZ factory, PEZ reference books, build a PEZ |
enough, you'll find someone who collects Pez. |
PEZ hidden 3D picture, non-dispenser checkgun,
There are about 13,000 collectors in the United |
|
list, San Jose Mercury article
States. That’s not a heck of lot but it’s one of the
l
Issue #3 Jan-Feb 1996
fastest growing hobbies.”
PEZ
Pedro
PEZ
Collector
musicbox,
tour,
Toy
Among the collectors is Bob Cleveland of Avondale. |
He has been doing
nine years — almost as long | article, PEZ patents, other candy dispensers, PEZ
backer card checklist
as Dieterly, whom he knows.
Issue #4 Mar-Apr 1996
‘| don’t know why,” Cleveland said.
Mad magazine article, new Batman & new Body
“Why
people collect stamps? find
them interesting. There is some ar- | Parts, Soma magazine article, Pedro PEZ tour,
Neat Stuff show
tistic work in them. They're very, very
detailed and collectible as far as | Issue #5 May-June 1996
Power PEZ intro, convention previews, Lion's Club
being small and fragile.” However, |
PEZ display cases, R2D2 PEZ, Pedro
article,
Cleveland hesitated to call Pez dis- i
San Jose convention
pensers art.
“Call it kitsch,” he said. Dieterly | Issue #6 July-Aug 1996
PEZ gun
patent, Philadelphia Inquirer article, San
indulges his hobby through the |
Valentine Heart intro, PEZ stickJose
convention,
Internet, where he said hundreds |
ers, John Devlin
of pages
devoted to Pez, and
#7 Sept-Oct 1996
by going to flea markets, yard | Issue
sales and antique shops. “It’s | PEZ premiums, PEZ Quilt project, PEZ-A-Mania
USA Today article, first mail
like, the thrill of the hunt,” I article, Pedro update,
order form
Dieterly said. “You root
Issue #8 Nov-Dec 1996
through old boxes of toys, |
PEZ
licensing article, Popularity of PEZ article,
hoping to find a dispenser |
Minnesota convention article
don’t
have
The
most
you
...
Issue #9 Jan-Feb 1997
common
at yard
1969 contest to name a PEZ, Producer of The
sales is a dime. Even
have 100 of that dispenser, | Pretender interviewed, 1st pic of Star wars PEZ,
PEZ car, Spotlight magazine.
I'll buy
fora dime.”
| issue #10 Mar-Apr 1997
Antique stores can be more pricey.
There, dealers tend to set prices based upon | President Kennedy PEZ exclusive, PEZ glasses,
books on the topic, Dieterly said. Often joining I Rob Yarak article, KISS PEZ, Humor by Kurt
Byfield, Thatch comic, SW at Burlingame.
his wife of one
Dieterly on his yard sale haunts
| issue #11 May-June 1997
year, Danielle.
San Jose review, new PEZ items, clear Yoda, |
“It took me a little while to understand
said |
"KLIN" stem, 1st pic of Mariner.
Danielle Dieterly, a collector of dolls.
thought
I
Issue #12 July-Aug 1997
was the dumbest thing anyone could collect. Now,
| St. Louis review, PEZ look-alikes, Mutant PEZ,
I’m as bad as he
Just this year, Chris Dieterly found a few ways
| YPS gimmick, Canada news, Pedro.
|
Issue #13 Sept-Oct 1997
make money from his hobby, among which
to I
I
Wells
Marcia
PEZ
interview,
PEZsoftware
review,
buy and sell dispensers over the Internet and to
A-Mania
Silveria
visits
Austrian
PEZ |
review, Larry
publish a bi-monthly price guide to advise collec- |
tors on the going prices for dispensers. Formerly a | factory, 10 years of PEZ in print
|
professional rock band photographer,
construc- i Issue #14 Nov-Dec 1997
Chrome Vader, PEZ packaging, PEZ Kidz Club, |
tion worker and a T-shirt shop owner, Dieterly now
| PEZ gatherings, Caroline convention, Minnesota |
calls Pez
full-time job.
PEZ in
print.
But he’s still got his eyes peeled for dispensers to | convention, more
i
#15
Issue
1998
Jan-Feb
add to his own collection. “Every time you think
|
|
Marcia
Wells #2, PEZ gathProject Q, newitems,
you've captured the Pez hobby, something new
| ering recaps, lots of PEZ newz.
make
|
comes out
more exciting,” he said.
To order Chris Dieterly’s Pez Bi-Monthly Price i Issue #16 Mar-Apr 1998
|
Mail order #2, PEZ keychains /flashlights, Faux
Guide, write to Dieterly at 104 Laurel Court,
Quakertown 18951,
call him at (215) 529-5529. | PEZ, Maryann Kennedy article, Game Time dis- |
connection to PEZ, Candy handers.
The guide costs $20 per year (six issues).
© pensers
Issue #17 May-Jun 1998
i LA
convention, KoKo's candy, Karen Robinson
little holes into which

obsession leads to profession
The Morning Call newspaper, Allentown
May
1998
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price

if

|

it

is

I

is.”

it,”

it

|

to

is

a

his

to

it

or

|
|
L

All

back issues are $3 each.
DENNIS

MARTIN/TFPS
1368 Dearing Downs

Circle,

Helena,
elena, A

AL

35080

|
|
|

J

popular with collectors; lvan and Ilvan’s room
of great rare European stuff, Steve Glew and
his boxes
the
foreign items (and pictures
PEZ
new
banks), and Peter Linski’s room full
of PEZ magnets. Peter also had a Make-AFace
sale. Lots of lookers for that item!
it was great
Most people
finally get to

of

for

of

said

to

meet people they had corresponded with for
so long! There was as much visiting going on
as there was PEZ buying.
After a sweep
the hotel, people began to
mingle

into the

of
ballroom for

seating for over

400,

Bingo. There was

but the place soon filled

in

The PEZ convention season is
full swing,
and this year’s St. Louis gathering got
things
off to a great start! The veterans as well as
the newbies all came away with many

memorable

moments and

staff, and get their goodies! In the convention
packs were: a nice convention cup, shirt, pin
and price guide all with custom convention
logo. Maryann Kennedy also included a handout of a PEZ dispenser and patent number
timeline. Also, the PEZ company sent some

free flyers for everyone in attendance.
Now, if you have never been to a
convention, one of the greatest thing about
attending is the chance to see many PEZ
dispensers that are usually only seen in
books! And one
the greatest displays of
in the hospitality room.
PEZ was
Visitors got to see such rare items as: A
transparent Witch, Personalized Regulars,
Mister Mystic, Ronald McDonald prototype
head, plastic PEZ camera, the Maryann
Kennedy fantasy PEZ created by Drew
Becker, Olympic Wolf w/bobsled helmet MIB,
John Devlin’s Indian Chief collection (over 40
Chiefs!), a one of a kind advertising Regular,
15 different Eerie Spectres, pink Pony, 6
Personalized Regulars, Arithmetic, Donald
Duck soft head, a yellow Octopus, yellow
Koala whistle head, hard helmet Thor,
original Asterix, some old candy box flats and
lots of great photos!
After registration, room hopping began!
There were rooms filled with PEZ treasures
all over the hotel and on
nine floors! There

of

setup

were a few

rooms

all

that

were extremely

15 |
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After the show
was time for the auction!
Gene Young and David Welch ran the show,
and apparently put on a show of their own too!
David and Gene went back and forth quite a
bit. Their good natured teasing caused a lot
of chaos and fun. It kind of peaked when they

both confessed their love for one another. You
really just had to be there. There were 4 sets
of neon hands, they went for around $100.
There was also a whole table of assorted
candies that went for $150.
After the auction, there was a time for PEZ

chat. This was a great time for new

collectors to get some of those nagging PEZ
questions answered, and for the old timers to
share their PEZ knowledge. Steve Glew
claimed that the Ninja Turtles have been just

discontinued. Maryann Kennedy, David Welch,
and John Devlin made up the rest of the panel.
Then there was
E-List Party. The E-list
is the people that subscribe to the PEZhead
email list. (pezheads @cbs-engineering.com)
Thanks to Bob and Faye Tipton for hosting
this party. They managed
moved to
get
the hospitality room to accommodate more
really neat Donald
guests. Amy Carr made
Duck PEZ shaped cake that was actually in
the shape of a dispenser and almost 3 feet
long! During the
party Eric Thorell (I

to it

a

Registered PEZheads checked in at the
hospitality room to meet Marian, John & the

1998

the

amazing

sights...plus a few great PEZ!
lot of news reportFriday morning brought
ers that kept John Devlin and the convention
staff rather busy! The reporters had plenty to
shoot, because some dealers and conventioneers had their rooms open since early
Thursday! By Friday afternoon, Pezzy things
to do were already in full swing.

. JULY/AUG

a

a

hit by wearing his Scoobyup! (Steve made
Doo houseshoes.) The Bingo games went
very well. Michelle Plaga & Maryann Kennedy
handling the Bingo duties, with little help from
David Welch. After Bingo, it was time for more
room hopping!
Finally, Saturday's main event! There were
lots of dealers and some good deals
you
looked hard enough. In addition to practically
every PEZ ever made, there were a lot of nondispenser items. Some people had lapel pins
that were made out of dispensers cut in half.
Stuart Cartwright was selling PEZ clocks and
convention costumes. There were PEZ
magnets, PEZ caps, and PEZ candy. You
could pick up PEZ paper items, displays,
storage racks, and even Kabayas. David
Welch posed for pictures and autographed his
book. Three times during the show, Steve
Glew dumped out boxes of body parts, Asterix
and Pink Panther dispensers on the floor!
There was a mad scramble by everyone
nab a free PEZ treasure.
David Welch even joined in
the fun and tossed a box
PEZ rulers and stickers and
assorted items into the pile!
Peter Linski had boxes
PEZ for sale... brought to the
convention hall on a wheelchair, (inside joke) and Gene

think) presented
Bob Tipton with a

very "limited" edition
set of neon pink and

yellow Eric and
Nathan dispensers.
They were a cool

if

to

of

of

Young's custom jeweled

PEZ were apparently a hot
item. (Dispensers painted
gold & silver with jewels
added.)

variation of the neon

Psy. Eye theme,
with Eric having a
pink neon stem with neon yellow hair and
Nathan having a neon yellow stem with pink
neon hair. Bob Tipton even showed off his set
of Dilbert fantasy PEZ.
Everyone agreed that John, his family and
staff did a great job on this years St. Louis
convention. It only seems
get better every

|

to

can't wait until the next convention. That
would be...uh...Cleveland in July! (For a
preview of that convention, turn the page.)

year!
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Planning on attending the
PEZ-A-Mania 8 in Cleveland?
Here's a sneak preview of
what
expect!

THE

WORLO'S
OF PEZ

all

know

..

In

and discussed.
4:00pm to 5:00pm “PEZ Panel
Discussion; Everything You Always
Wanted To Know About PEZ...So Ask"
The discussion will be moderated by
Karen Cooper. This is the perfect
the leading
opportunity to ask some
collectors and dealers the questions you

of

have always wanted

to ask.

it

Stuart Cartwright has done
again
and created a brilliant fashion statement
for the convention and PEZheads
everywhere. (See logo above) PEZ-AMANIA, T-shirts and sweat shirts will be
on sale at the door. The T-shirts are 100%
cotton and the sweat shirts are 50-50. If
the convention, and
you can not come
would like a shirt, send $15 for T-shirts

to

addition to some great old PEZ

in the auction,

PEZ Candy Inc. has
bid on. Included
sent some neat items
are: 5 neon stem/hat Bubblemen... on

the worm, but this year's Cleveland PEZ
convention will have a FLOCK of early
birds! Almost 100 people have made
room reservations for Thursday, so room
hopping will be in full swing before the
weekend even gets started! There are
over 500 registrants already...even
several from Japan! And there will be
plenty to buy...with over 50 dealer tables
full of great PEZ stuff!

shown
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items

that the early bird gets

Speaking of early, you will definitely
want to be there by Friday afternoon.
Amy Forsyth has volunteered to put
together a series of PEZ seminars on
Friday afternoon, July 17th. This will be
the first time that seminars
like this have
ever been presented! The seminars are:
1:00pm to 2:00pm “PEZ 101“
This program will be conducted by Cliff
Lee. He will cover the basics of PEZ
Collecting and PEZ on the Internet.
2:00pm to 3:00pm “The Excitement
of Variations in PEZ“ This program will
be conducted by Louis Apoldo. Examples
from Rob Yarak’s and Jeff Yerkes’
collections will be shown and discussed.
3:00pm to 4:00pm “The History of
PEZ Advertising“ This program will be
conducted by Maryann Kennedy and
Vince Romano. Advertisements and Ad
Sheets from Maryann’s collection will be

.

magnets, car boxes, Euro PEZ,
puzzles...and tons more!

LARGEST GATHERING
COLLECTORS,

to

We

|

to

the limited edition cards!. As you all know,
when you order the Bubblemen, they
come loose. These could very well be
the only five on cards. Jill will put one in
the charity Raffle (red), one in the
charity Bingo (pink), and the remaining
three will be auctioned off separately. All
proceeds from the sale of these
Bubblemen go to support the National
Multiple

and $25 for sweat shirts plus $3
shipping to:

PEZ-A-MANIA

Sclerosis Society!

if

as
that wasn't enough, the world
famous PEZcar will be at this year's
convention. See for yourself the car that
PEZheads everywhere dream of, and

And

meet creator Cliff Lee!

PO Box 18139
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118

for

xxl or xxxl. Please include sizes
Add $3
and mailing information. Shirts are sent
out

to arrive just after the

convention.

Also, Stuart Cartwright

has once

again made a special commemorative

convention dispenser costume. The
costumes are similar to paper costumes
that PEZ Company used to produce
many years ago that can be seen

in

Richard Geary’s PEZ Collecting books.
This is the 10th convention costume
Stuart has made
a convention, and
they are becoming quite collectible! Each
one has the location and date of the
convention, and the inside, it is signed
and numbered,
you know that is an
limited edition original. You can pick one
of these limited edition items up at the
convention, but you better make
an
early purchase, because they go fast!

for
on

so

it

it

Friday night Bingo will be a
blast...and some lucky winners will need
a handcart to haul off their loot! It is
probably double or triple what was
year. Every Bingo winner will average
10 items. Some
the main prizes are
Batman w/cape, Pooh, Uncle Sam, Air
Spirit, Elephant with hair, Pony, Roosters, Camel Whistle, Mr. Ugly, Octopus,
Clown w/collar, Thumper, Capt. America,
Pinnochio B, Raven, Dog whistles, PEZ

it last

of

Mail registrations are already closed,
but walk in registrants are welcome,
although we may run out of some of the
goodies. Convention registrants get a tote
bag of souvenirs, Friday seminars, Bingo
Friday night, early admission Saturday,
and auction Saturday afternoon. Speaking of the totebags, Jill isn't saying what's
inside because
is always a surprise!
But, here's my take. have heard Jill say
a couple of time to wait until the
convention before you buy the new PEZ
flashlights. Has she scored a stash for
the bags? We'll have to wait an see!

it

|

Other events

are Friday night pizza/
pasta party, $10 per person and Saturday night banquet $20 (chicken
beef)
please reserve in advance. (Please see
page 7 for all the details about where
and when etc.) If you have further
questions, you can call Jill Cohen at

or

216-283-5993.

See You In Cleveland!

©
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E-MAIL ADDRESS

rbarr@netcom.ca

SUPER

SELECTION

WARNER BROS
Bugs Bunny $4
Speedy Gonzales $4
Yosemite (sh/wh) $4
Tweety

$4

WALT DISNEY

$4 «Jerry $4
Tuffy $4 » Spike $4
Droopy $4

Scrooge $4

Sylvester (wh) $6

STAR WARS
Dari vader « Btohtylreopet
C3PO

«

TWIN PACKS

Chewbaka

«

Yoda

- Dispenser

Spike

+ Knight BP

Webby $5

$A

Now

$4

Droopy + Robin Hood BP

All

|

Please

i

NOWONLINE

|

Rhino

Donkey $6

ee
*

TRO
Indian $15

sal ol

|

SUPRREEROS

only §12

Also available...set of

5 PEZ Animal

Characters

,

OTHERS

$5
$5

Candy Refills 8 cin

Arlene

$2.50

$4

«

Garfield w Teeth $5
Nermal $4
«

Icee Bear $5
Charlie with Frown

$8

Ghosts AVAILABLE...CALL FOR PRICES

our (MOC) Pez are on European cards with 3 packs of European Pez
availability — Many of each now in stock — Unopened cases of 36 available

call for

RO

Clown $6

Tiger * Panda $6

SinnaieseDn

Tom + Convict BP $5
Tom + Cavalry Officer BP $5
Jerry + Robot BP $5

NEW Glowing

«

Penguin $6

Pluto M/Ears $4

‘ Body Part

Tuffy + Cavalry Officer BP

Parrot
-

Bouncer Beagle $4
Gyro Gearloose $4

NOW

$5

MERRY
MUSIC MAKERS

Duck Nephew $5

KOOKIE Z00
Lion $4 « Aligator $4
Hinpo $4 «Koala $4
Elephant $4

Taz $4

for SALE

M.G.M.

Tom

JULY/AUG1998__‘17
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pe ARR

692 Hiawatha Blvd. (905) 648-8133
Ancaster, Ontario, Canada L9G 3A5

rbarrenetcom.ca

WWw.Wweselltoys.com
Please add $6.00 Shipping and Handling for each order — all prices in USA funds
Orders
Money

E-MAIL ADDRESS

and Cheques Accepted

—

Cheques must clear before shipping

Y
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For Sale: New Smurfs $3 each,
New Garfield $3 each, Pink Panther $3 each, Clown Whistle $8
each, Star Wars (Euro, card) $3
each...all MOC. Loose: 100 common dispensers $80. (Plus shipping) Always trade, buy, sell.
Wolfgang Chelins
Sternengasse 7
D-68307
Mannheim, Germany.
FAX- 49621784528

PEZ 4 Sale: Rare light green Yappy
Dog w/sticker insert MIP-$230,
Monkey Sailor w/pin & insert MIP$110, Clown w/chin & insert MIP$130. Others, displays, costumes
available too. Trades welcome.
S. Eck
Box 1738
Brookline, MA 02146

Have PEZ (current and old) to sell
or trade. Also looking to buy cer-

spleeneatspez@mindspring.com

tain PEZ pieces (mostly old).
Please contact me.

Petty

Bobby
P.O. Box

most

older and foreign issues, loose or

also buy quantities or

collections. I'm a collector, not a
dealer. Send
and prices to:
Marty Bixler
2570 Spring Rd.
Carlisle, PA 17013

list

collection for sale. Many old
and new dispensers. for a complete

list, call:

Debbie Hammer
954-341-7465
email: Mamapez@aol.com
WANTED:

Pez advertising,

Pez dis-

play items and Pez premiums. Also

looking for Totems, Kabayas,
Yummies, etc.

Maryann Kennedy
409 N 5th Street
Marshall, MN 56258
507-532-6926
email: kennedy13@juno.com

FPS
iam

WANTED: Non PEZ collectibles for
cash or PEZ trade: Viewmaster

Dreamcastle

NEED YOUR PEZ. Buying

MOC. Will

617-277-4091.
email:

& reels, mini plastic TV
viewers, snowglobes/snowdomes,
3D stereo cameras & stereoviews/
stereoptic cards. Have for trade

Tulsa, OK 74152-0310.
FAX: 1-918-747-3860,
email: pezpal@aol.com,

|

website:http://members.tripod.com/
~Dieterly

viewers

52310

FLIX

COJIIECTO

...

PEZ BY CHRIS offers full line
of rare and European PEZ dispensers for sale. To place an
order, please contact:
Chris Dieterly
104 Laurel Ct.
Quakertown, PA 18952
215-529-5529
email: CND @webtv.net

PEZ jewelry &
1st
series
watches,
body parts, ko&
sher dispensers merry music
makers. Call:
Diane Davison
410-486-0900
email:

ddavison @mail.bepl.lib.md.us
FOR SALE: Replacement reflectors for your Doctor PEZ only $7.50
incl. postage.
Dan Mau
815-467-1546
email: DAN8346@AOL.COM

|

FOR SALE: have tons of PEZ for
sale-old to new. See listing at One
Stop PEZ Shop on the internet, or
email at:
email: garyolsen @ MCI2000.com
LIKE EVERYONE ELSE, a PEZ
collector with extras, will supply list
of PEZ for sale on request. (mentioned in Welchs Collecting Pez
Pgs. 100,101,231.)
Bill Phillips, (Hayward Ca.)
email: Billips @ webtv.net

PEZ FORIEGN STORE DISPLAY

STICKERS-Scenes never seen

before. Cloud shaped, very colorful with peel off sticker. 11" horizontal by 9 1/2" vertical...$10 ea.
ppd. Includes: 1. Full body Smurfs,

JULY/AUG
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2. Flintstone faces, 3. Garfield w/

Garfield dispenser (and others), 4.
Kooky Zoo w/palm trees, 5. Looney
Tunes w/German writing, 6. Pink
Panther (and others), 7. Star Wars,
8.

Asterix.Please send

SASE

my new sales list.
Linda Kochenburger
265 Beverly Hills Road
Fort Lee, NJ 07024
201-947-6613
email: lindapez@aol.com

for

WANTED: Buying PEZ, anything
PEZ, TV Pals, Yummys, Totems,
Crazy Fruits, Jay Ward & Hanna
Barbera watches, Robots, Space
& Battery Op toys-any condition.

Stan Luksenburg
21457 Lorain Rd.
Fairview Park, OH 44126
216-356-1118

Don't forget to send in YOUR
free classified ad. Take
advantage of this opportunity
to have your ad read by PEZ

all

collectors
over the world!
The next deadline
August 15th!

is

FOR SALE: Current U.S. & foriegn
dispensers & miscellaneous items.
Reasonable prices starting at $1.00
each and low postage rates. All varieties and variations mint in bag or
mint on cards. Send long SASE
8 page list. Please mention where
ad.
you read
The Purple Cow
686 Franklin St.
Alburtis, PA 18011-9578.

for

this

of

PEZ
PEZ FOR SALE: Hundreds
for sale. For sales list, please send
SASE to:

John LaSpina

Box 435
Middletown, NJ 07748
P.O.

FOR SALE: Mickey Mouse, Minnie
Mouse and Winnie the Pooh FLIX
blister packs. $10.00
dispenser
3 for 28.00 plus 5.00
each or set

in

of

postage.
Peggy Arbogast
R.R.#1 Box 50

|
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Mt.Pleasant Mills, PA 17853
717-539-8119

Ortonville, Ml 48462-0574
(810)636-8697

BEANIE BABIES FOR SALE: We
have over 150 different Beanies in
stock...including all the retireds.
Please call for our current prices
or send a large SASE
our price
list. We buy all retired Beanies too.
Also paying the absolute highest
prices for the following PEZ dispensers: Regular BOX patent or
BOX trademark, Comet
cut
regular, Witch B, Lion's Club Lion,
or any Disney rubberhead.
Hall of Fame Sports
9 Main St.
Warwick, NY 10990
914-987-2323 (11am-6pm EST)

HALLMARK PEZ ORNAMENT
FOR SALE: Santa PEZ Hallmark

for

die

PEZ Bride and Groom for Rent
If you have been looking for a place
that you can rent the authentic PEZ
Pal Bride and Groom, you finally
have found
Here is your chance
to rent the handsome couple for
your wedding or any function you
are planning. The Bride and Groom
come
an attractive 4"x 4" acrylic
display case that will fiton any cake
top or table. The display looks like
an outdoor garden wedding with a

it!

in

white wrought iron

picket fence on
are three
flower arrangements at the attractive couple’s feet. Rental cost is
$200 per day plus transportation.
Provide me with a round trip ticket
from San Diego to the wedding site.
| will fly the Bride and Groom PEZ
Pals in, attend the reception and
return them. Plan early and reserve
your special day. A $200 non-refundable deposit is required. If you
have any questions, or if you wish
to make a reservation, please conthree sides.

COLLECTOR

In

the front

tact me:

Jack Canning

619-696-0643 after 59m PST
email: pezdiego @juno.com

TIPS

WANTED: Back issues of S.J Glew
PEZ Handbook" issues
thru 9.
Also looking for a hat for Jiminy
Cricket and an earing for the Mexican Pez Pal.
J. Davis
P.O Box 574
17
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email:

Snowman PEZ Hallmark Christmas
ornaments, mint in mint box, dated
1996, $11 each. PLEASE ADD $3
FOR SHIPPING IN US (more outside US). Write to Karen at:
Karen Robinson
19046 Bruce B. Downs Blivd#123
Tampa, FL 33647

PALACE Gates now
visitors.
Current Amerito
open
can, Japanese, European and
Canadian dispensers. Hard to find

THE

PEZ®

dispensers such as MGM,
Smurfs, Duck Tales and Body
Parts packed and ready to go.

http://www. pezworld.com/pezpalace

or

send a

list.
THE

SASE

for our inventory

PEZ® PALACE

10736

email: klrinfo@ gte.net

Jefferson Blvd. #514

Culver City, CA 90230

Subscribe to the Bi-Monthly PEZ
date on all
price guide! Keep up

to

"Passionate Pezheads"

the latest PEZ prices! $20 for 6
issues! Subscribe to:

Chris Dieterly

(cont. from page 3)

character heads were added

104 Laurel Ct.

Quakertown, PA 18952
215-529-5529

email: CND @webtv.net
You can also subscribe online at:
http://members. tripod.com/~priceguide

PEZ NECKTIES-covered with all
your favorite characters. Licensed
by PEZ. $21.00 postpaid.
The Purple Cow
686 Franklin Street
Alburtis, PA 18011-9578

to the
spring-loaded dispensers after the candy was
introduced in the United States in 1952,
according to collector Sue Wheelis, 41, of
Huntington, N.Y. About 400 variations of the
heads, fanciful replicas of cartoon, animal and
human characters, have been produced by
the Pez candy company since then,
Collectors say the most valuable Pez
a
Mr.

Potatohead-like

container

Popeye

B. Will

pay good money.
Adam Glick

833 Fritzler Drive
Saginaw, MI 48609
517-781-1347

Mexican Carded PEZ For Sale:
| have PEZ MOC from Mexico for
sale. These are on the New EuroGraphics cards and include sets
such as Kooky Zoo, MGM,
Ducktales, and WB. Each dispenser comes with orange and
strawberry "smiley" candy, and the
importation and ingredient information in Spanish. Interesting stem
colour variations. For info. please
send a SASE

Devitt,

to:

3823 Clark St., Montreal QC.
Canada, H2W 1W4

isthat

originally sold for 79 cents in 1972. It's worth
$5,500 now, according to several collectors.
Scott Luther, the owner
one of the few
surviving "American Make-a-Face" Pez
pieces, says
usually takes him a tries
to explain to strangers why he's willing to
kind of cash on tiny plastic candy
spend
dispensers. "Most people think need intervention, actually," said Luther, a 35-year-old
Seattle software engineer. "People tell me
should get out more."

of

it

few

that

|

Mark

|

mdevit @po-box.mcgill.ca

Christmas ornaments, mint in mint
box, dated 1995, $11 each.

WANTED: Hat for

19

|

PEZ Newz
(cont. from page 9)

variations seen recently at conventions
(Neon Eye and Holiday color variations)
will be offered for sale in the U.S. directly
from PEZ. | don't know when, for how
long, or for how much, but will happen,
and they will not be $25. (See the previous TFPS issue for more details on these
items.) Also, the new Ghosts (see page
5) are starting to show up outside the
U.S. Although available overseas and
from certain dealers, they will not be
sold in the USA Halloween PEZ assortments until 1999.
©
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are all saddened by the

loss of our dearest friend and
PEZhead Byron Boyd.
Byron “Buzzy” Boyd died

June 18th from complications of
cancer. Few people knew that

to

it

keep
Byron was ill...he chose
private. He had been
since April,

ill

though you would have never
known

it from talking to him.

you didn't know Byron,
you truly missed out on meeting
one of the most genuinely happy,
fun, caring people in the PEZ
collecting hobby.
If

Byron
Boyd

asm.

out

to

the

me, even

if

the

to

that always wanted people to

be happy. He was alwaysgiving to others. So, in his honor,
PEZhead Bob Neapolitan has
begun a touching tribute to
Byron. Bob
collecting
PEZ dispensers and PEZ
collectibles to be donated
to Ohio's Tods Children's
Hospital and The Akron
Children's Hospital, all in
is a fitByron's name.
ting gesture that Byron
would have’ whole
heartedly supported. The
PEZ are sure
lift the
spirits of the ill children,
just as Byron so often did
for us all.
If you would like to honor
Byron and help the children,

is

a cold one from the cooler
the door
as you walked
and make you feel like you
had been friends for life.

in

It

On the PEZhead
email list, Byron would

offer kind words or

to

any question that

was put to him, no matter
how many times he had
answered
before.

it

As far as PEZ dealers
go, Byron was
apart from
the rest. For those of us in the
States, Byron was one of the
greatest link to PEZ from the
North. You could count on him to

WAS

he will be greatly missed. Trust
you didn't know Byron,
with you were influenced by him. PEZ
Byron helped me
information for this newsletter all collecting is one of the greatest
the time, and never asked for any- hobbies in the world, and Byron
thing in return. He was the king of had a great deal to do with that.
sniffing out new color variations or God Speed, Byron...and thank you
mold changes. He always paid for being you.
attention to details, yet he just
seemed
go with the flow. PEZ
was always a hobby
him, never Byron was
type of person

gravitated to his room just to

answer

many ways, he
us.

Byron was a dear, friend

conventions, Byron
always a favorite. People

always

In

kid in all of

talk to him and hang out with
him. Byron would toss you

-

_ JUL AUGHooS
write and share in your enthusi-

At

was

©

set

you can send donations of

PEZ and PEZ collectibles to:

a business.

He seemed to enjoy

the people the hobby far more
include a surprise when you than the hobby itself.
bought PEZ from him. Heck, he'd
often just send you something, no
Byron also was one
charge! And don't even get me those people that was genuinely
started on Kinder eggs!
happy for you when you made a
great PEZ find. He would call or
IN

of

Robert Neapolitan
C/O Byron Boyd Memory
6714 Market Street
Youngstown, OH 44512 USA
If you have any questions you
can Call (330)758-4555.

